Analysis of Conical Sealing and Spherical Sealing Structure
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Abstract: The article takes 60° hydraulic fittings as the research object and uses the finite element analysis software ABAQUS to analyze cone sealing model and multi-group spherical sealing models with different arc radius, study cone sealing contact stress distribution and spherical sealing contact stress and sealing width, and analyze the Von Mises stress of the connecting thread. Analysis results show that: the contact stress peak of cone sealing appears on both ends of the sealing surface and its sealing ability relies on intermediate section of sealing surface. The seal width of spherical sealing increases but the contact stress decreases with increasing of arc radius. When arc radius grows, peak stress is closer to the both ends of sealing surface and the contact stress distributes more uniformly.
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1. Introduction

Conical sealing and spherical sealing are a way of sealing, which's sealing pressure is originated from the action of the axial force. Because it's working surface is not liable to rolled up hard rubbish and it has more sealing pressure under the axial force, conical sealing and spherical sealing usually are applied on hydraulic fittings and valves which are suitable for work conditions with high temperature, high temperature pressure and minor diameter\cite{1}. There are many factors to ensure sealing property, in which contact stress of sealing surface and sealing width have important effects on sealing property\cite{2-4}. Based on the two factors, the author started studying sealing property of conical sealing and spherical sealing. ABAQUS is a powerful finite analysis software for engineering simulation. From linear analysis to many complex non-linear problem can be solved. A large number of complex nonlinear problems can be easily simulated by different combination. Applying ABAQUS finite element software and changing some design parameters, we can find optimum design scheme. It will help to reduce design period, the substantial human and materials\cite{5}. In this paper, taking a certain type of hydraulic fittings model as an example, author applied ABAQUS software to analyze sealing property of conical sealing and spherical seal with different arc radius.

2. Sealing Structure

Author selected common 60° hydraulic fittings as the research object to study conical sealing and spherical sealing that hydraulic fittings often adopt as a sealing method. Conical sealing and spherical seal have the same structure that mainly is consist of two parts: valve body and valve seat, as shown in Figure 1. Valve body and valve seat are connected through screw thread. Pre-tightening force produced by tighten screw thread will make sealing surface of vale body and sealing surface of vale seat fit closely together to seal. The sealing surface of conical sealing are two 60°cones and its contact type is surface-to-surface, as shown in Figure 2-a. The sealing surface of spherical sealing vale body is cambered surface (radius= \( R \)) and sealing surface of vale seat is two 60°cone. The initial contact type of spherical seal is line-to-surface, as shown in Figure 2-b.
3. Models of Finite Element Simulation

3.1 Mathematical Model

Because 3D model including lead angle would bring about extensive calculation in the finite element simulation, and sealing structure and loads are axisymmetric, the author neglected effect of lead angle and adopt 2D axisymmetric model to analyze sealing structure. Physical equations for axisymmetric problems are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_x &= \frac{E}{1+\mu} \left( \frac{\mu}{1-2\mu} \varepsilon_x + \varepsilon_y + \varepsilon_z \right) \\
\sigma_y &= \frac{E}{1+\mu} \left( \frac{\mu}{1-2\mu} \varepsilon_y + \varepsilon_x + \varepsilon_z \right) \\
\sigma_z &= \frac{E}{1+\mu} \left( \frac{\mu}{1-2\mu} \varepsilon_z + \varepsilon_x + \varepsilon_y \right) \\
\tau_{z\phi} &= \frac{E}{2(1+\mu)} \gamma_{z\phi}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \sigma_x, \sigma_y, \) and \( \sigma_z \) are the normal stress components; \( \tau_{z\phi} \) is shear stress component, \( \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y, \varepsilon_z \) and \( \gamma_{z\phi} \) are the strain components; \( E \) is Young’s elastic modulus and \( \mu \) is Poisson’s ratio.

Finite element models of conical sealing structure, spherical sealing structure with different arc radius and sealing structure with different thread turns were established, subdivided modeling parameters as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc radius /mm</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thread turns</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Define Contact

The process of sealing includes state nonlinear (contact of sealing surface and thread) and material nonlinear (elastic-plastic deformation of sealing surface) [6]. As same as elastic-plastic finite element problem, definite condition to nonlinear contact issue contains finite element equilibrium equations, boundary conditions, friction model, material constitutive model and contact constraints, etc. The contact constraints include 3 states which are separation, adhesion and sliding. Displacement of adhesion and sliding must meet the impermeable condition. The impermeable condition can be expressed as [7,8]

\[
n^T \Delta u - g \leq 0
\]

Where \( \Delta u \) is relative displacement matrix of contact body, \( n \) is normal vector of sealing surface, and \( g \) is initial contact gaps.

The principle of minimum potential energy for elastic-plastic contact analysis is that the real solution makes total potential energy of the elastic system take minimum value:

\[
\Pi(u, \lambda) = \int_\Omega \frac{1}{2} D_{ijkl} \varepsilon_i \varepsilon_j \, dx - \int_\Gamma \mathbf{T} \cdot \mathbf{u} \, ds - \int_\Gamma \mathbf{f} \cdot \mathbf{d} \lambda \, ds - \int_\Gamma \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{d} \lambda
\]

Where \( \lambda \) is lagrangian multiplier vector. Matrix form of formula 2 can be expressed as:

\[
\Pi(u, \lambda) = \frac{1}{2} u^T K u - u^T F - \lambda^T C u
\]

3.2 Applied load

Because the simulation model is 2D, left and right side of valve seat were imposed on fixed constraint, top surface and lower surface of valve body were imposed on displacement constraint to limit the displacement in y direction. The left side of valve body was applied load 260000N in x direction to simulate thread pre-tightening force.
3.3 Mesh
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Figure 4: Mesh model

The grid division of the computational model is completed using the 8-node biquadratic axisymmetric quadrilateral (CAX8), and the implicit t integral is introduced to complete the calculation. CAX8 introduces enriched freedom degree of cell displacement gradient into linear element and can overcome shear locking problem that will happen in linear full-integration. In order to get a more accurate result, the grid of contact surface is densified. The local size of master surface’s grid is set to 0.02mm and the local size of slave surface’s grid is set to 0.01mm.

4. Results and Discussion

The contact stress and sealing width reflect sealing performance. The higher contact stress and the wider sealing width is, the better seal performance is. Von Mises stress reflects difference value of principal stress. The excessive Von Von Mises stress will accelerate material yield and lead to surface fatigue cracks.

4.1 Stress analysis of cone sealing

Figure 5 is the Von Mises stress distribution of cone sealing structure in different parts. Figure 6 is the contact stress nephogram of sealing surface. Figure 7 is the contact stress distribution curves of sealing surface in direction of figure 6 arrow. As can be seen from Figure 7, the contact stress distribution curves of sealing surface looks U-shaped. Stress peak occurred on the both ends and the intermediate stress value is around 100MPa. The maximum stress value of contact surface reaches 700MPa. The minimum stress value only reaches 65MPa. The average stress value is 135MPa. The maximum value is about 11 times as much as the minimum value. Although the stress in the both ends is larger, the contact width is narrow. The stress in the middle of the sealing surface is smaller, but the contact width is wide. Conical sealing depend on intermediate section to seal.
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Figure 5: Mise Stress nephogram of cone sealing
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Figure 6: Contact stresses distribution of cone sealing
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Figure 7: Stress distribution curves of sealing surface

4.2 Stress analysis of spherical sealing

Through the analysis of spherical sealing structure model with different arc radius, the stress distribution of sealing surface ,the relation between sealing width and arc radius, the relation between the average contact stress and arc radius were obtained respectively.
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Figure 8: Average contact stress changing along with radius
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Figure 9: Sealing width changing along with radius

Figure 8 is effect of arc radius on the average contact stress.
Figure 9 is effect of arc radius on the sealing width. As can be seen from Figure 8 and 9, when radius grows, the average contact stress continuously decreases and the sealing width continuously increases. The decreasing amplitude of the average contact stress and the increasing amplitude of the sealing width continuously reduce.

When radius is smaller, the contact stress distribution is single peak curve and the maximal contact stress appears on the initial tangency point of sealing surface. Along the tangency point extend to the both ends, the contact stress decreased rapidly, such as the contact stress distribution curves with radius of 20mm and 40mm. When the radius reaches a certain value, contact stress distribution is bimodal curve, the maximal contact stress doesn't appears on the initial tangency point of sealing surface but appears on the both sides of the initial tangency point., such as the contact stress distribution curves with radius of 70mm and 100mm.

Conical sealing is a special spherical sealing. The arc radius of conical sealing is infinite. As can be seen from the analysis results of the previous section, the stress peak of conical sealing occurred on the both ends of contact surface, which is consistent with the trend that spherical sealing peaks stress get closer to two ends with the increase of the radius. When radius is lesser, contact stress dropped fast and the distribution of contact stress is inhomogeneous. As radius increases, the fluctuation of contact stress cut down and the distribution of contact stress become more uniform.

5. Conclusions

1) The stress peak of cone sealing occurred on the both ends of sealing surface. There is a significant difference between the minimum stress and maximum stress. The sealing capacity of cone sealing depends on intermediate section of sealing surface where stress value is smaller but contact width is wide. Because of smaller stress on intermediate section, the sealing capacity of cone sealing is limited.

2) Spherical sealing contact stress reduces and sealing width increases with arc radius growing. When arc radius is smaller, the peak stress appears on tangency point of sealing surface .When arc radius grows, peak stress is closer to the both ends of sealing surface and the contact stress distribute more uniformly. During the spherical sealing structure design process, aiming at different working conditions, when selecting arc radius, both contact stress and sealing width should be considered to achieve the best sealing.
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